
 
 
HEART BARGELLO SUPPLY LIST 
 
For the first class you will need to bring the pattern, your sewing machine and all the equipment 
you with need to sew with, including a ruler and rotary cutting tool. You will need to bring at 
least 16 fabrics in the amounts listed on the pattern. If you are unsure of your fabrics you may 
bring more and we can look at your selection. We can always go next door and get some fabric 
if you don't like what you've chosen. We will be cutting strips and sewing them in the first class. I 
am looking forward to working with you on the project. 
Myrna Landt 
690-3001  
 
Melinda’s Heart pattern 
 
FABRICS 
You will need 16 fabrics blending from light to dark, then to a contrasting color for the last four. 
Your 6th and 7th fabrics will also be in the border. I would suggest a smaller print for #6, and a 
large floral print for #7. Fabric #13 is also in the border and used for binding. 
 
¼ yd each. fabrics #1-5 (white/light color) 
2 ½ yd fabric #6 (small floral medium value—includes yardage for borders) 
2 ¼ yd fabric #7 (large floral medium value—includes yardage for borders, add ¼ yd. if you 
must miter) 
2/3 yd each fabrics #8-12 (medium-dark value) 
2 ¾ yd fabric #13 (dark value—includes yardage for borders and binding) 
¼ yd each fabrics #14-16 (dark, medium, and light values) 
Batting 
Backing 
 
NOTIONS & TOOLS 
*Neutral colored piecing thread (please wind two bobbins to bring to class) 
*Cutting Mat 
*Rotary Cutter 
*Ruler 
*Dry iron 
*Spray Starch 
*Seam Ripper 
Reading glasses if you need them 



 
MACHINES & ACCESSORIES 
*Sewing machine with power cord, foot control, and new size 11 needle 
*¼” foot (optional) 
 
Please arrive 15 minutes before the start of class to set up your machine. 
 
*Available for purchase from Sewing Center of Santa Fe 

 


